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W i l d Pl an ts i n Fl ower: W etl an ds an d Qui et W aters
of th e Mi dwest
By Torkel Korling, Robert O. Petty, Anne M. Petty

Indiana University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wild Plants in Flower:
Wetlands and Quiet Waters of the Midwest, Torkel Korling, Robert O. Petty, Anne M. Petty, This lovely
and thoughtful volume pays tribute to the native plants characteristically found in the Midwest's
quiet waters, as distinct from its flowing streams. While most of the species populate broad ranges,
all are part of the familiar display that may greet a summer visitor to lakes and wet grounds in the
Great Lakes region. Wild Plants in Flower--Wetlands and Quiet Waters of the Midwest features color
photographs of 45 species; delightful and engaging species notes for each plant, its habitat,
appearance, and range; and perceptive mini-essays that describe the evolution of wetlands and
botanical plants and the dangers they face. This field guide will help nature lovers identify and
treasure the delicate flora of upland swamp forests, floodplains, wet prairies, marshes, fens, and
bogs, and perhaps help preserve their dwindling numbers. Torkel Korling photographed both
native wild flowers and American industry. His work frequently appeared in Life and Fortune
magazines and in publications for major corporations. Robert O. Petty taught botany at Wabash
College in Crawfordsville, Indiana. He wrote for the...
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Reviews
This is the very best book i actually have read till now. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a created
ebook.
-- Ena Huel
This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar mstr ong I
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